The gap of the gears has a huge influence in tank's transmission system even fasten the appendixes'deformation and the motor's damage. In order to study the influence of gear's gap and aimed to the nonlinear characteristic of gear's gap in the transmission, established a 3D model in CREO and put it into ADAMS to simulate. This paper has studied the difference of the force of the transmission in different gear's gap, and the influence of the gap to the transmission. All the work had built a good foundation.
Introduction
The gun system of the tank is a nonlinear and complex system with a strong inner nature. Inside this system, the unsure nonlinear factors such as the gear gap, the elastic deformation and the friction torque, are easily to lead to a series problems like steady state holding shift and drive dead zone. Especially the gear gap, which can lead to a huge change of the forces, and make the deformation of the gear, the trunnion and the toothed sector, would make a huge damage to the gun system.
In order to control the disturbance produced by gear gap, a 3D solid model was established. The gun system was analyzed when the gear gap was changed in different condition so that the study of the dynamic influence of the gap.
Establishment a 3D solid model
Dynamic study must have an exact 3D solid model. Compared to the traditional mathematic model, the 3D solid model's simulation get closer to the real life.
The base structure of the gun system was like the Fig.1 shows. In real life, the gear gap was a crucial factor which is nonlinear and unsure in this system. 
The gear gap
Compared to the traditional gun system, the all-electric gun system adopted the electric drive system in both the horizontal direction and the elevating direction. In the horizontal direction, the multiple gear system slows down the velocity to meet the gun or the tower's need. The bind-seize should be avoided due to a suitable distance of geared mesh. Hence, there must be a few problems such as the reversing shock and delayed drive time because of the gap. The gun power system would be influenced in a heavy.
Take the traversing mechanism in horizontal into simulation because the elevating mechanism's performance is similar to the traversing mechanism in this study.
The traversing mechanism is usually fixed under the gun tower. Its output gears and the transmission mechanism are shown in Fig.4 which shows that the traversing mechanism consists of a multiple gear system. The gears are led by the motor to revolve to drive the gear ring revolve. (1) In this equation, the ) ( θ τ ∆ is the output torque, the τ k is the stiffness coefficient,
is the displacement of tooth gap, α 2 is the width of the tooth gap. With an increasingly wearing, the width of the gap will get bigger and bigger.
Simulation
In order to simulate the gear of traversing mechanism, the relative position of main gear in traversing mechanism and the evolvent of gear ring. The width of the gap between the gear and the ring is set to be d=0mm, 0.5mm, 1mm, 1.5mm, 2mm, 2.5mm. And set the velocity of the gear as 5 , it can be found that with the gap getting wider and wider, the impact of the gear of the traversing mechanism has an increasingly development. It can also fasten the gear's deformation, also including the gear ring, the gun towerand the traversing mechanism. In real life, the gap must be controlled in a fit distance so that the gun tower system can be ensured a long used life.
Conclusion
Firstly, a 3D gun solid model and its simulation is established after an introduction about the transmission in both the traversing mechanism and the elevating mechanism. It is analyzed that the impact will increase when the gear gap become bigger and bigger. And it is also proved that the gear gap is not a linear factor in transmission structure, however, it has a huge influence on it. In real life, the gear gap must be controlled.
